Into the winter kitchen…dyes from compost and dried garden goods

On the cusp of spring, buds on our local trees…

February 16, 2022
The past days have brought a new light to our landscape, and although winter may be with us
for some time, there are noticeable shifts, as tree buds grow more pronounced and bird calls
sound more spring in tone. Our landscapes are always in transition and yet arguably this
particular moment in the calendar carries unparalleled extremes, and is identifiably a season of
mixed messages– not quite spring and not quite winter. It can be a disquieting space as the first
signs of spring call us to be outside and then seemingly out of place snowstorms and
plummeting temperatures give us cause to extend our wintering urge to retreat. We are
challenged to be physically and mentally flexible in this transitory time, and here is where
lessons in dyeing provide an almost perfect map for living creatively with our natural cycles.
Although we can recognize some consistencies, and even a kind of dependability in the colors
we meet within our natural dye processes, we must also leave space and even invitation for the
unexpected.

Kitchen compost; avocado pits and onion skins for future dye pots

When I was younger, my solace from activities and responsibilities was the kitchen. It was here
that the regulation of time into increments punctuated by alarms lost its hold, and time opened
into the vast cavern of flow–a time of no time and all time. The kitchen was also the place of my
first experiments in natural dyeing as blueberries, cherries, strawberries, spinach juice and
beets all found a role in giving color to our frosted birthday cakes. Onion skins were used to
create rich red-brown tones on our easter eggs and any number of teas were used to shift the
colors of t-shirts and leotards. A connection to this kitchen alchemy is born from culinary
experiences, and can inform the playful questions we ask about imprinting cloth with plant and
flower essence in the form of pigment. In the kitchens of our winter landscapes, when gardens
lie sleeping under frozen soil, we have the opportunity to create studios of color as the food
compost, shelved teas, spices and saved seeds and flowers from last summer can provide us
with endless possibilities towards an artistic process of flow itself in our dye pots.
For this winter season, Lisa and I chose a palette of primary colors and their secondary cousins
to create the foundation for a full spectrum and for a conversation of complementary hues. We
saved the harvest from our garden grown Hopi sunflower plants, freezing seeds for our
anticipated kitchen compost and garden dye pots. We dried and stored the skins from our
onions and the pits and skins from our avocados–fortunately both popular ingredients in our
respective kitchens. Some of the factors we played with in our dye processes were mordant/no
mordant, post-mordant, temperature and time. We wondered how high heat, or colder/room
temperature solar extractions, would compare when fibers are prepared with and without a

mordant. With all our inquiries we tried to leave space and time for observations. Some things
presented themselves with consistency and some things led to more questions–which is not a
bad ending as it is truly more of an opening–a new beginning, and the invitation to keep the
process of exploration open.
Some of the questions which linger…

How long will one dye pot draw colors on our fiber? How long and deep can the pinks of
avocado travel in our fibers? How can we find green…or blue…away from indigo? What will we
use these colors for…where do they want to live?

An upcycled project in onion skin-dyed cotton fabric and silk embroidery threads…made with eco-bundled compost
from a winter purchased bouquet

What follows here are reflections and photos of some of the hues gathered in our processes
with our focus on the garden onion, a plant which provides a virtual symphony of color on our
fibers and carries a venerable history as dye, folk medicine and culinary essential.

The heartfelt colors from an onion….
The garden onion, Allium cepa, has a long history of use in cooking and folk medicine. The
onion’s scientific name has its roots in the colloquial Roman word for pearl, and unity, while its
common name is derived from the 12th century Welsh word for anvil–perhaps due to its shape
or its action in the earth. Language connections and their cultural significance act as clues to
the history and significance within particular moments–roots which can uncover questions, as
their material and spiritual significance and connections can be lost.

Emanating powerful smells, the concentric, watery circles mark the interior geometry of the simple onion…

The onion bulb carries remarkable beauty and strength in its shape, in the medicinal actions and
in the capacity to create rich and changeable pigmentations. The bulb itself presents an
anomaly, as watery, concentric circles of plant matter form a core which are strong enough to
push aside earth, creating a perfect and graceful dome. In his book, Healing Plants, Pelikan
writes about the presence of this watery metaphor both in the bulb and in the flowering aspects
of the plant, as the bloom carries the geometry of a snowflake in its hexagonal, six petaled form.
The common onion has had a centuries-old relationship to our healing processes through
cooking and folk medicines. The medicine from onions has been used to break fevers and
infections, assist the digestive process and bring health to the respiratory system. They have
been used to impart warmth and flavor to food for thousands of years. The Onion is in the lily

family and is the most widely cultivated species of the genus Allium, referenced as bulb onion,
common onion and garden onion. Native to central Asia and cultivated as long as 6000 years
the onion made its way to Egypt through trade and from there into its now far flung and global
range. Ancient Egyptian writings and drawings reveal a more sacred connection, as the onion
held a place in ritual, and was thought to symbolize eternal life. In older European traditions the
onion held a relationship to strength and health and was used symbolically as a talisman, as
well as providing the living properties which brought healing elements to a wide range of
ailments. In ancient Rome, athletes were encouraged to use the onion as a general tonic before
competitions. In Europe, in the middle ages, onions and garlic held a symbolic significance as a
totem to ward off negative influences. A bundle of drying onions in the home would be hung to
bring health, healing and protection to the home. As a flower essence the onion is used to bring
tolerance, compassion and to help with grieving. In her book, The Language of Plants, Julia
Graves writes that the “purple or red onion works to restore a sense of wholeness and
connectedness with the entire cosmos”. Onions are high in sulfur, they are fiery and bring heat
to the body. The onion can be used to draw out the sting of an insect bite and as a warm
compress to soothe a stubborn cough. One can find traditional remedies for a simple cough
and cold syrups using just honey and onion alone. The sulfuric compounds present in the onion
are also said to improve cardiovascular health and help to balance blood sugar levels. Clearly
there is much to be honored in this graceful, and readily accessible, medicinal and dye plant.

Onion print in oak gall ink

Onions belong to a category of dye plants called substantive, meaning that they can impart
color to our fibers without a mordant. This is due to the naturally occurring constituents which
are a part of the onion’s chemistry, and while the color extraction will be influenced by the use of
mordant (sometimes allowing for more depth of color, brilliance and longevity), there is a beauty
to working with a limited ingredient list in your dye pot–water and plant alone, and towards
avoiding the addition of metals as binders.

Onion skins are taken from the bulb which is the earth-bound part of the plant. The papery
skins of the bulb release warm yellow and orange pigment in the case of yellow onions, and
rosey to green tones from the red onion, depending on the pH of your water and the alchemy of
the particular plant. Onions are sensitive to both climate and soil conditions, and are cultivated
towards specific climate specifications. The shape of the bulb is affected by soil conditions,
rainfall and by growing methods. They favor strong sunshine, well irrigated loamy soil and
garden soil which is rich in mineral content. The combination of minerals found in a particular
bulb are unique to the chemistry and biography of the place. It is through the bulb and the root
stock that elements and minerals are brought to the plant. These specificities of place are
carried into the plant that we eat, and into the color that we extract in our dye pot. The minerals
reveal their processes through the pigments that we extract as expressions of place, plant and
earth. Though there are colors we can expect to find, we can also expect to find small and
delightful surprises in our extractions. When we can gather onions from our local farms and
gardens, we are given the opportunity to make our particular soil biography visible. Even if one
has a small garden it could be worth the effort to plant a few onions just to see what color and
character they bring to your own dye pots–even if they are added to supplement a stock of
onion skins gathered from your kitchen compost and from further afield.

Warm tones of the onion bulb with garden grown cosmos in a knit and felted bowl…

Into the dye pot…
We met at Lisa’s dye studio on Flying Goat Farm for a morning of dyeing in community.
Working with a range of fibers and a generous supply of onion skins brought gorgeous warm
and rich tones to our fiber. While onions are indeed substantive, we explored with the addition
of a post-dye iron bath which helped to broaden our range of colors bringing a range of greens.

Ruddy oranges on skeins of naturally colored gray and white wool…polypay yarn from Flying Goat Farm and home
spun Jacob from Head Spring Farm

A few general notes…
Gather onion skins from your kitchen waste and supplement with what can be gleaned from
local vegetable bins and farms. When saving onion skins pick out the skins which hold the
strongest colors and furthest from the bulb itself.
For a strong warm yellow-orange dye use a higher ratio of dye stuff to fiber. For a lighter and
brighter clear yellow use less dyestuff, take care not to overheat your pot and consider removing
the onion skins before the dye shifts to a darker color.

For our dye pots we used approximately one gallon of loosely packed yellow onion skins to 8-10
ounces of fiber. For a saturated color one can work with the general ratio of 1:1 in weight of
dyestuff to weight of fiber. The color generated from onion skins goes far and it works well to
use the quantity of dye stuff, and color of the extraction as an indication and guide. Onion skins
are light in weight but high in pigment!

A general recipe for a heated extraction…
*Place your onion skins in a large pot of water and bring the pot to a gentle simmer. For a
clearer brighter yellow do not overheat or over cook as prolonged high heat cooking can (though
not always) dull your color intensity. For a rich orange hue simmer your onion skins for 45
minutes to an hour. You can allow the pot to cool overnight and strain the skins or strain after
the initial cooking time.

Using a mesh bag to hold your dye stuff makes the process more flexible as you can remove the bag after the initial
extraction or leave it to cook next to your fibers–just to see what will happen!

*Strain the onion skins from the pot or, if you have a mesh bag you can allow them to continue
to cook gently along with your fibers.
*Allow your dye pot to cool slightly before adding pre-wetted scoured fibers. You can choose to
use a mordant or not with onion skins. In general an alum mordant will increase the depth and
saturation of the yellow-orange pigments. Have a look at our dye results to get a sense of the
color ranges with and without the use of a mordant.
*Heat your dye pot to a temperature of 160F for silk, 160F-180F for wool and cellulose fibers.
Hold the temperature below a simmer for 30-45 minutes.
*Allow your fibers to cool overnight in the pot for a lovely saturated and plant potent experience.
*Rinse your fibers gently and hang to dry.

Cold or solar plant dyeing in a glass vessel:

In the winter solar dyeing provides an opportunity to work between heat and cool extraction.

*Place your plant material (your “dye stuff”) in a quart or larger sized glass jar
*Place a metal spoon in the jar and fill with hot water–not boiling but nice and hot
*Stir your dye pot and add your wetted, pre-scoured and mordanted fibers
*Let your jar sit in the sunny window (in summer you can take your solar dyeing outside)
*When the water is cool enough to touch you may remove the spoon and put a lid on the jar
*Continue to move the jar around as the sun moves--you want to keep this jar warm to allow for
the extraction of your plant material. If the color is not releasing well you can fill a pot with hot
water and place your jar inside the pot to bring the temperature up again. The jar should have a

metal lid or open the jar and put a metal spoon in it to draw some of the heat away from the
glass.
*When you have created color on your fiber which is to your liking, rinse the fibers and let them
dry.
Notes: The amount of days you can sustain a solar dye pot depends on a range of factors.
Some plants have naturally occurring antimicrobial properties, are less susceptible to mold, and
can easily hold up to continual use for weeks. In contrast other plants can begin to ferment or to
compost quickly. This breaking down process can be a contributing factor of the environment
and temperature. There are actually interesting benefits to allowing a dye liquid to ferment and
if you find your pot going into a healthy fermentation you may discover unique shades and
interactions with cloth.

Glimpses of the results of our inquiries and explorations…

Color ranges on heat processed dye baths; top two skeins are white polypay yarn from Flying Goat Farm, teal
blue/green skein is onion skin overdyed on homespun indigo dyed Leicester and the bottom skein is a single ply
homespun Jacob’s sheep from Head Spring Farm.

In thinking about using local dyes in upcycled projects we worked with a number of fabrics
including raw and habotai silk, wool, cotton and linen.

Hot dye processed fabrics; samples on the left are mordanted with alum potassium sulfate/soda ash or symplocos,
and the right shows results from unmordanted fiber. Materials from left to right: linen, wool, cotton, raw silk, habotai
silk

4 day solar dye process; contrasting mordanted fibers on the left with unmordanted on the right

Cool dye process (wool, silk and cellulose) with an iron afterbath–iron is both a color modifier and a mordant

Hot dye bath process with an iron afterbath

Gradient hues gathered from hot extraction processes (iron modifier creates the greener shades). Polypay farm
yarns from Flying Goat Farm.

Eco bundling with onion skins….
Another way to allow plants to find expression is through the process of steaming plant
materials bundled in cloth.

Plant expressions on wet silk…

Yellow onion skins, rainwater and “found” iron

A few resources on dyeing with onion skins can be found below, and more resources are on our
natural dye page.

Make, thrift, mend, Katrina Rodabaugh
Botanical Inks, Babs Behan

How do you use the color from onion skins in your own projects? Share your discoveries with
us on the Chesapeake Fibershed Local Color Facebook Page or instagram.

